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Abstract
We extend the characterization of the c-circulant digraphs of degree two which are circulant to
the endo-circulant digraphs. As a consequence, an arithmetic characterization of the endo-circulant
digraphs which are circulant is obtained. Moreover, a theorem by Delorme et al. describing the
Adam isomorphisms for Cayley digraphs on nite abelian groups is seen from the point of view
of isomorphic endo-circulant digraphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Some families proposed in the literature as a model of interconnexion networks,
such as De Bruijn and Kautz digraphs, are c-circulant digraphs. This class of digraphs
was dened in [7,8] as follows: Let N be a positive integer,  a subset of ZN , and
c2ZNnf0g. The c-circulant digraph GN (c; ) has ZN as a set of vertices and adjacency
rules given by x ! cx + a with a 2 . If c = 1, we have a circulant digraph, i.e., a
Cayley digraph on the cyclic group ZN .
The endo-circulant digraphs generalize the c-circulant digraphs, and they are dened
as follows: Let A be a nite abelian group,  a non-null endomorphism of A, and 
a subset of A. The endo-circulant digraph GA(; ) has the elements of A as vertices
and each vertex x is adjacent to the vertices (x)+a with a 2  (the elements of  are
called steps). Then, a c-circulant digraph is an endo-circulant digraph with A=ZN and
(x)=cx. Properties of c-circulant digraphs studied in [7,8], such as characterizing those
that are (strongly) connected and those that are generalized cycles, were generalized
for endo-circulant digraphs in [4].
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The Cayley digraphs on nite abelian groups, which we will call abelian Cayley
digraphs, can also be seen as the endo-circulant digraphs with endomorphism  = I ,
the identity mapping of the group. The problem studied here is to decide when a
connected endo-circulant digraph with two steps is isomorphic to an abelian Cayley
digraph. As a consequence, the characterization of those which are circulant digraphs
is obtained. The discussion follows closely [3], where the similar problem of deciding
when a connected c-circulant digraph of degree two is isomorphic to a circulant digraph
was solved. Finally, we show that a result by Delorme et al. [5], giving necessary and
sucient conditions for two connected abelian Cayley digraphs with two steps to be
isomorphic, can be seen from the point of view of isomorphic endo-circulant digraphs.
The dierence subgroup of an endo-circulant digraph G=GA(; ) is the subgroup D
of A generated by the elements k(a−b) with a; b 2  and k 2 Z. Proposition 1, drawn
from [4], shows that the cosets of D give the stable sets of G as a generalized cycle.
Recall that a digraph is an m-generalized cycle if there exists a partition V0; V1; : : : ; Vm−1
of the set of vertices such that if (x; y) is an arc and x 2 Vi, then y 2 Vi+1 (where
the subscripts are taken modulo m.) For i>1, si() denotes the endomorphism
I + +   + i−1 of A, and s0() = 0.
Proposition 1. Let G =GA(; ) be a connected endo-circulant digraph and suppose
that  is an automorphism of A. If m is the index of the dierence subgroup D in
A; then G is an m-generalized cycle; and the stable sets are the cosets of D;
Vi = si()(a) +D; 06i6m− 1;
where a 2 .
Denote by Hm the circulant digraph Hm=G2m(1; f1; 1+mg). Note that Hm can also
be dened as the abelian Cayley digraph Hm=GA(I; f(1; 0); (1; 1)g) where A=ZmZ2.
It is easy to check that all connected 2-regular (simple) digraphs that are m-generalized
cycles with stable sets of cardinality 2 are isomorphic to Hm.
From now on, we only consider connected endo-circulant digraphs G = GA(; )
with jj= 2 and jAj>3. Then, the connection of G implies that  contains a system
of representatives of A=(A), see [4]. Therefore, 16jKerj62.
Suppose that the endo-circulant digraph G1 = GA(; fa1; a2g) is isomorphic to the
abelian Cayley digraph G2 = GB(I; fb1; b2g). Since G2 is vertex-transitive, there exists
an isomorphism f from G1 to G2 such that f(0) = 0. Then, f(fa1; a2g) = fb1; b2g. In
G2, the vertices reachable from 0 in two steps are 2b1; 2b2, and b1 + b2. In G1, they
are (a1) + a1; (a1) + a2; (a2) + a1, and (a2) + a2. Therefore, at least two of these
four vertices are equal. Then we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let GA(; fa1; a2g) be an endo-circulant digraph isomorphic to an abelian
Cayley digraph. Then one of the following conditions holds:
(a) (a1 − a2) = 0;
(b) (− I)(a1 − a2) = 0;
(c) (+ I)(a1 − a2) = 0.
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Note that, under the conditions of Lemma 2, the dierence subgroup D is the cyclic
group generated by a1 − a2. Since a1 6= a2, the subgroup D has cardinality at least
two. In the next theorem we consider the extreme cases D= A and jDj= 2.
Theorem 3. Let G=GA(; fa1; a2g) be a 2-regular endo-circulant digraph; with jAj>3;
and let D be its dierence subgroup.
(i) Assume that jA : Dj= 1. If G is an abelian Cayley digraph then A is cyclic and
= I .
(ii) Assume that jA : Dj> 1. If jDj= 2; then G is a circulant digraph. Moreover; if
jKerj= 2 and G is an abelian Cayley digraph; then jDj= 2.
Proof. (i) If jA : Dj=1 andG is an abelian Cayley digraph, then, by applying Lemma 2,
A is the cyclic group A=D= ha1 − a2i and we have the three possibilities = 0, I ,
and −I . The rst one is excluded by denition of endo-circulant digraph. If  = −I ,
the loops of G are in the solutions of the equations 2x= a1 and 2x= a2. If jAj is odd,
each equation has exactly one solution. If jAj is even, one of them has two solutions
and the other none. In any case G has two loops. Therefore, G is not vertex-transitive,
a contradiction. It follows that = I .
(ii) If m = jA : Dj> 1 and jDj = 2, then G is an m-generalized cycle with stable
sets of cardinality 2. Hence, it is isomorphic to the circulant digraph Hm.
Assume that jKerj=2 and let f be an isomorphism from G to an abelian Cayley
digraph GB(I; fb1; b2g). We can suppose f(0) = 0, f(a1) = b1, and f(a2) = b2. Let
x 2 Ker, x 6= 0. The vertices 0 and x are adjacent to a1 and a2. The two vertices
adjacent to b1 are 0 and b1− b2. Then f(x)= b1− b2 is adjacent to b2 =f(a2). Thus,
b2 = (b1 − b2) + b1, and b1 − b2 is an element of order 2. Therefore, GB(I; fb1; b2g)
has stable sets of cardinality 2, which implies jDj= 2.
From Theorem 3, we can now assume that m = jA : Dj> 1, jDj> 2, and  is an
automorphism.
Let G1 = GA(; fa1; a2g) and G2 = GB(I; fb1; b2g) be m-generalized cycles with
jAj = jBj and let Vi = si()(a1) + D be the stable sets of GA(; fa1; a2g), 06i<m
and jDj> 2. There exists a unique bijective mapping f :A ! B from G1 to G2 such
that f(0) = 0, f(a1) = b1, f(a2) = b2 and f((x) + fa1; a2g) = f(x) + fb1; b2g for
all x 2 A n Vm−1. This mapping is called the p(seudo)-isomorphism from G1 to G2
and has the property of an isomorphism except (perhaps) for the adjacencies from
Vm−1 to V0. Therefore, G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if the p-isomorphism
preserves the adjacencies from Vm−1 to V0. Theorem 4 gives the explicit denition
of the p-isomorphism f and the necessary and sucient condition for f to be an
isomorphism. The denition of f depends on which condition (b) or (c) of Lemma
2 is satised. Since  is an automorphism, condition (a) never holds. When B is a
cyclic group, Theorem 4 can be expressed in the arithmetical way of Theorem 5. We
skip the proofs because they follow very close those in [4].
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Theorem 4. Let G1=GA(; fa1; a2g) be an endo-circulant digraph with  an automor-
phism; D its dierence subgroup; m=jA : Dj> 1; and jDj> 2. Let G2=GB(I; fb1; b2g)
be an m-generalized cycle with jBj= jAj.
(i) If (− I)(a1− a2)= 0; then the p-isomorphism f from G1 to G2 is the mapping
dened by
f : si()(a1) + (a1 − a2) 7! ib1 + (b1 − b2);
where 06i<m and 06< jDj. Let  be such that sm()(a1) = (a1 − a2);
06< jDj. Then f is an isomorphism if and only if mb1 = (b1 − b2).
(ii) If (+ I)(a1− a2)=0; then the p-isomorphism f from G1 to G2 is the mapping
dened by









where 06i<m and 06< jDj. Let  be such that sm()(a1) = (a1 − a2);
06< jDj. Then f is an isomorphism if and only if m is even and mb1 =
(−+ m=2)(b1 − b2).
Theorem 5. Let G = GA(; fa1; a2g) be an endo-circulant digraph with  an auto-
morphism and let D be its dierence subgroup. Suppose that r= jDj> 2 and m= jA :
Dj> 1.
(i) If (− I)(a1− a2)= 0; let  be such that sm()(a1)= (a1− a2); 06< r. Then
G is a circulant digraph if and only if (; r; m) = 1.
(ii) If (+ I)(a1− a2)= 0; let  be such that sm()(a1)= (a1− a2); 06< r. Then
G is a circulant digraph if and only if m is even and (−+ m=2; r; m) = 1.
The steps of the circulant digraph GN (1; fb1; b2g) with N = jAj isomorphic to G are
obtained as follows. Take b1 = (; r), where  =  in case (i) and  = − + m=2
in case (ii). Choose two integers t; z such that b1 = zr + t and (t; r) = 1, and dene
b2 = b1 − mt (modN ).
In the context of deciding when two abelian Cayley digraphs are isomorphic, the
Adam isomorphisms have received attention. Two abelian Cayley digraphs GA(I; )
and GA′(I; 0) are Adam isomorphic if there exists a group isomorphism f from A to
A0 such that f() = 0. The problem of characterizing the isomorphisms which are
Adam isomorphisms was rst considered for circulant digraphs in [2], but in more
recent papers it has been studied for general abelian groups, see for instance [1,6].
The case of degree two was solved by Delorme et al. [5]. This result can be seen
from the point of view of isomorphic endo-circulant digraphs, by checking that the
rst digraph isomorphism of the Theorem 4 is an Adam isomorphism. The exceptional
case corresponds to the digraph Hm.
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Theorem 6 (Delorme et al. [5]). Let G1 = GA(I; fa1; a2g) and G2 = GB(I; fb1; b2g) be
abelian Cayley digraphs. Then; G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if they are
Adam isomorphic; except in the case where there exists a positive integer n and two
group isomorphisms
g1:A! Z2n  Z2; and g2:B! Z4n;
such that g1(fa1; a2g) = f(1; 0); (1; 1)g and g2(fb1; b2g) = f1; 2n+ 1g.
Proof. If the digraphs G1 and G2 are Adam isomorphic, then they are isomorphic. If
there exist g1 and g2 as above, then both digraphs are isomorphic to Hm with m=2n.
Conversely, assume that f is an isomorphism from G1 to G2. It is not a restrition
to assume f(0) = 0, f(a1) = b1 and f(a2) = b2.
If jDj = 2, then both digraphs are isomorphic to some Hm. If ma1 = 0, then A is
isomorphic to ha1i  ha1 − a2i ’ Zm  Z2 and a1; a2 correspond to (1; 0) and (1; 1),
respectively. Otherwise, A is isomorphic to ha1i ’ Z2m and a1; a2 correspond to 1; m+1.
Note that if m is odd, the two groups Zm Z2 and Z2m are isomorphic. Hence, if the
digraphs are not Adam isomorphic, then m= 2n for a positive integer n.
Now assume that jDj> 2. If m= jA : Dj=1, then A= ha1 − a2i and B= hb1 − b2i.
The two vertices adjacent to a1 are 0 and a1 − a2 and the two vertices adjacent to b1
are 0 and b1−b2. Hence f(a1−a2)=b1−b2 and, recursively, f((a1−a2))=(b1−b2)
for all integers . Thus, f is a group isomorphism.
If m> 1, G1 and G2 are m-generalized cycles and, by Theorem 4, f is the mapping
dened by
f : ia1 + (a1 − a2) 7! ib1 + (b1 − b2); 06i<m; 06< jDj:
By using that mb1 =(b1−b1) if and only if ma1 =(a1−a1), for some , 06< jDj,
it is a routine to check that f is a group isomorphism.
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